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SUMMARY

Alternative splicing plays a key role in the expansion
of proteomic and regulatory complexity, yet the
functions of the vast majority of differentially spliced
exons are not known. In this study, we observe that
brain and other tissue-regulated exons are signifi-
cantly enriched in flexible regions of proteins that
likely form conserved interaction surfaces. These
proteins participate in significantly more interactions
in protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks than
other proteins. Using LUMIER, an automated PPI
assay, we observe that approximately one-third
of analyzed neural-regulated exons affect PPIs.
Inclusion of these exons stimulated and repressed
different partner interactions at comparable frequen-
cies. This assay further revealed functions of indi-
vidual exons, including a role for a neural-specific
exon in promoting an interaction between Bridging
Integrator 1 (Bin1)/Amphiphysin II and Dynamin 2
(Dnm2) that facilitates endocytosis. Collectively, our
results provide evidence that regulated alternative
exons frequently remodel interactions to establish
tissue-dependent PPI networks.

INTRODUCTION

Alternative splicing (AS) affects transcripts from �95% of

multiexon human genes, and most of the resulting mRNA vari-

ants are variably expressed between human cell and tissue

types (Pan et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2008). Specific subsets

of alternative exons, or ‘‘exon networks,’’ display coordinated

regulation between different cell types or conditions (Calarco

et al., 2011; Kalsotra and Cooper, 2011; Licatalosi and Darnell,

2010). Such exons are often evolutionarily conserved and

enriched in genes with related functions, implying that they are
884 Molecular Cell 46, 884–892, June 29, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.
involved in important processes or pathway-specific activities.

To date, however, the functions of alternative exons within these

networks have not been systematically investigated.

Analysis of splicing and protein tertiary structure has sug-

gested that alternative exons can have diverse effects on protein

folding and function (Birzele et al., 2008) but are also found on

the surfaces, within loops or in predicted disordered regions of

proteins (Romero et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2005). Since disor-

dered regions are highly enriched in ligand binding surfaces

and posttranslational modification, this suggests that AS may

frequently modulate protein-protein and other ligand interac-

tions (Dunker et al., 2008). Indeed, about 70% of proteins with

exons that are regulated by the neural-specific splicing factor

Nova form interactions with one another (Ule et al., 2005), and

many of these exons overlap predicted phosphorylation sites

(Zhang et al., 2010). In contrast, differentially regulated alterna-

tive exons have not been examined for common functional

features. This is an important issue to address, since these

exons are generally conserved and maintain frame. Moreover,

because they comprise only 10%–30% of total alternative

exons, they may possess important functional features that

have been overlooked (Wang et al., 2008; Xing and Lee, 2005).

In this study, we systematically investigate properties of

tissue-regulated alternative exons.We find that proteins contain-

ing these coding exons tend to have more interactions in PPI

networks. Moreover, these exons, together with the flanking

constitutive exons, are enriched in sequences predicted to be

highly disordered. These properties are also found in proteins

containing a brain-specific alternative exon network regulated

by the nSR100/SRRM4 (neural-specific Ser/Arg-repeat related

protein of 100 kDa), a recently identified AS regulator that is

important for neuronal differentiation in vertebrates (Calarco

et al., 2009; Raj et al., 2011). Using LUMIER, a high-throughput

coimmunoprecipitation assay (Barrios-Rodiles et al., 2005), we

observe that inclusion of nSR100-regulated exons can both

promote and disrupt partner interactions, with a subset having

very pronounced effects on PPIs. We show that one such

exon, which promotes an interaction betweenBin1/Amphiphysin

II and the GTPase Dnm2, is important for efficient endocytosis
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in neural cells. Collectively, our results support a widespread role

for regulated alternative exons in controlling the tissue-specific

dynamics of PPI networks.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Global Network and Sequence Features of Proteins with
Tissue-Dependent Alternative Exons
To investigate general functions of tissue-regulated exons,

we asked if they are enriched in specific classes of proteins,

protein domains, or regions. Human proteins containing coding

sequences overlapping brain- or muscle-specific alternative

exons were compared to proteins hosting ‘‘general’’ alternative

coding exons, defined here as alternative exons that may or

may not be tissue regulated (see the Supplemental Experimental

Procedures for details). We analyzed ‘‘degree’’ and ‘‘between-

ness’’ of these proteins; degree is the number of partners a

protein has, and betweenness describes how central a protein

is in a PPI network (Barabasi et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2007). Proteins

with tissue-specific alternative exons have significantly higher

degree and betweenness distributions than do proteins with

general alternative exons (compare distributions of red and

gray data points in Figures 1A and 1B; p < 2.5e-10 for degree

and p < 9.4e-10 for betweenness, Wilcoxon rank sum test).

Similar results were obtained when a comparable analysis was

performed on mouse protein sets (see Figures S1A and S1B

available online). Collectively, these results suggest that tissue-

regulated alternative exons are important for the structure and

function of PPI networks.

We next examined regulated AS events for features associ-

ated with PPIs. Alternative exons differentially included in brain,

heart, and/or skeletal muscle, and the immediate flanking

constitutive exons, contained significantly more residues pre-

dicted to be highly disordered than found in general alternative

exons (Figure 1C, p < 3.9 e-13, Wilcoxon rank sum test). Anal-

ysis of flanking constitutive exons when alternative exons are

skipped, which can affect disorder rate due to context-depen-

dent effects, yielded similar results (Figure 1D, p < 9.60e-14,

Wilcoxon rank sum test). A comparable analysis performed on

sets of mouse proteins also produced similar results (Figures

S1C and S1D). In contrast, residues in distal constitutive exons

of the same proteins did not display increased disorder rates

compared to general alternative exons (Figure 1C; refer to

legend and the Supplemental Information). Analysis of alterna-

tive exons differentially regulated in several other (but not all)

tissues revealed similar results (Figure S1E).

Interestingly, tissue-regulated exons associated with the

highest rates of disordered amino acids also tended to be the

most highly conserved (Figure S1F and data not shown). For

example, 63%of the 101most disordered human brain, skeletal,

and or heart-differentially spliced exons are also alternatively

spliced in mouse, whereas only 31% of the least disordered

81 exons differentially spliced in these tissues were detected

as alternatively spliced exons in mouse (p < 0.0063, one-tailed

Fisher’s exact test; refer to the Supplemental Information).

Consistent with these and previous observations (Pan et al.,

2004), tissue-regulated alternative coding exons and flanking

constitutive exons less often overlapped folded protein domains
M

compared to general alternative exons (Figures 1C; p < 0.03,Wil-

coxon rank sum test). This depletion was most pronounced for

highly disordered tissue-specific AS events compared to those

with low or no disorder (Table S1). By contrast, eukaryotic linear

motifs, which are often found within disordered regions and

associated with PPIs (Davey et al., 2010; Weatheritt et al.,

2012), were highly enriched within the tissue-specific AS events,

particularly those containing highly disordered regions (p = 2.3

e-07, Fisher’s exact test; data not shown). Given these findings,

we hypothesized that tissue-regulated alternative exons may

play a widespread role in controlling PPIs.

Systematic Analysis of Neural Exons in Modulating PPIs
To systematically investigate the functions of tissue-regulated

exons in PPIs, we employed luminescence-based mammalian

interactome mapping (LUMIER) (Figure 2A) (Barrios-Rodiles

et al., 2005), an automated coimmunoprecipitation assay in

which ‘‘bait’’ cDNAs fused to Renilla luciferase (RL), and differing

only by the presence or absence of a tissue-regulated alterna-

tive exon of interest, were coexpressed in HEK293T cells with

triple Flag-tagged (3Flag) known or putative partner ‘‘prey’’

proteins. Coimmunoprecipitation of each RL bait with each

3Flag prey was measured semiquantitatively as normalized LU-

MIER intensity ratios (NLIRs) (Braun et al., 2009), which allowed

us to assess whether inclusion of alternative exons affects PPI

interactions.

We first performed a pilot screen employing bait proteins

containing nine tissue-regulated exons (RAPGEF1, RAP1GDS1,

RAP1GAP, RAPGEF6, RAPGEF4, RAP1B, GRB2, KIFAP3,

SMURF2), several of which are associated with GTP signaling

(Table S2A), together with eight preys mined from the literature

and proteomics resources (Figure 2B). We also tested reciprocal

interactions by exchanging the RL and 3Flag tags. Of the 74

tested interactions, 12 displayed consistent exon-dependent

changes of 2-fold or higher in two or more experiments (Table

S2B). In particular, a strong GRB2 self-interaction was abolished

by deletion of an alternative exon that overlaps a central SH2

domain in this protein (Figures 2C and 2D), whereas the GRB2-

RAPGEF1 interaction was unaffected (Figure 2C). GRB2 forms

a homodimer via an interlaced interaction between its SH2 and

SH3 domains (Maignan et al., 1995) that is important for signaling

activity (McDonald et al., 2008). Moreover, GRB2 lacking the

SH2 domain has dominant-negative activity that suppresses

proliferative signals and promotes programmed cell death

(Fath et al., 1994). Our results strongly suggest that AS regulation

of the SH2 domain controls GRB2 dimer formation and signaling

activity. This pilot screen also revealed that the brain-regulated

alternative exons in RAP1GDS1 and RAP1B inhibit interactions

with RHOA and RAP1GAP, respectively (Figure 2B). Collectively,

these observations demonstrate that tissue-regulated AS can

control PPIs and supports the efficacy of LUMIER screening

for such events.

Systematic Functional Mapping of nSR100/SRRM4-
Regulated Alternative Exons
We next systematically investigated the function of neural

exons regulated by nSR100/SRRM4, which activates inclusion

of �11% of brain-specific exons, a subset of which target
olecular Cell 46, 884–892, June 29, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 885
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Figure 1. Network and Amino Acid Sequence Properties of Alternatively Spliced Proteins

(A) Quantile-Quantile (Q-Q) plot comparing distributions of ‘‘degree’’ (i.e., the number of times a protein forms interactions with other proteins) between proteins

with tissue-dependent AS exons (red) and proteins with general AS exons (gray), versus all proteins. Tissue-dependent AS refers to cassette alternative exons

differentially spliced between brain, skeletal muscle, and/or heart, relative to several other tissues (refer to the Supplemental Experimental Procedures).

(B) Q-Q plot comparing ‘‘betweenness’’ (the number of pairwise shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in a network that go through a protein, reflecting the

extent of centrality or ‘‘hubness’’ of the protein) between proteins with tissue-dependent AS exons (red) and proteins with general AS exons (gray), versus all

proteins. p values indicate statistically significant differences between the distributions of degree and betweenness values for proteins containing tissue-specific

alternative exons and proteins containing general alternative exons (Wilcoxon rank sum test).

(C and D) Comparisons of the proportion of residues in specific coding exons that are intrinsically disordered or overlapping folded protein domains. Exon amino

acid sequences from proteins containing general alternative exons (gray bars) are compared with exon amino acids from proteins containing tissue-dependent

alternative exons (red bars). (C) compares properties of amino acid sequences for exon-included isoforms, whereas (D) compares properties of amino acid

sequences for alternative exon-skipped isoforms. The percentage of amino acids within a specified exon predicted to be disordered was calculated and

averaged across all exons for the set of proteins being compared. Protein disorder was derived using the software Disopred2 (Ward et al., 2004). Error bars

indicate standard error. **p < 0.03, Wilcoxon rank sum test. A, alternative exon; C1, 50 constitutive exon; C2, 30 constitutive exon; C-Distal, constitutive exons that

are separated from alternative exons by at least two constitutive exons.
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Figure 2. LUMIER Analysis of Effects of Alternative Exons on PPIs Involving GTP-Based Signaling Proteins

(A) Schematic of the LUMIER method used to determine whether an alternative exon (red box) regulates bait and prey interactions.

(B) Cytoscape diagram showing interactions tested by LUMIER in the pilot screen. Four experimental repeats were performed. For each bait (squares), a pair of

cDNAswas constructed with the alternative exon included or skipped. Prey proteins are indicated by circles. CRK is shown as a diamond to indicate that proteins

with different C termini were tested. Black edges represent tested interactions that were positive but not significantly affected by inclusion of an alternative exon;

green edges represent interactions that were promoted by inclusion of an alternative exon; red edges represent interactions that were inhibited by inclusion of an

alternative exon; blue edges represent tested interactions that were negative; dashed edges represent untested interactions. Arrows indicate the source of an

alternative exon affecting a PPI interaction; for example, the alternative exon in RAP1B inhibited an interaction with RAP1GAP. The weight of the edge corre-

sponds to the number of experimental repeats in which a 2-fold or greater change in NLIR value is observed upon inclusion or deletion of an alternative exon, with

the weight being 1, 2, or 3.

(C) HEK293T cells were transfectedwithRenilla luciferase (RL)-taggedGRB2, with or without inclusion of the alternative exon 4, together with 3Flag-taggedGRB2

or RAPGEF1. NLIR values were calculated by measuring RL activity in immunoprecipitates recovered using anti-Flag antibody. Results shown are averages from

four repeat experiments. Error bars show standard deviation.

(D) The domain diagram illustrates the requirement for the alternatively spliced SH2 domain for GRB2 dimerization.
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cytoskeletal remodeling, membrane dynamics, or neuronal

differentiation processes (Calarco et al., 2009; Raj et al., 2011).

As found in the larger set of proteins with tissue-regulated exons

(Figure 1 and Figure S1), proteins with nSR100 target exons

display higher degree and betweenness distributions, and these

exons are also enriched in regions of disorder (Figures S2B–S2E;

p = 3.15e-5 for degree, p = 6.24e-5 for betweenness, and p =

5.7e-3 for disorder, Wilcoxon rank sum test).

Using LUMIER, we analyzed 31 mouse genes associated with

‘‘cytoskeletal organization and biogenesis,’’ ‘‘synapse part,’’ and

‘‘axon cargo transport’’ GO annotations that contain 34 nSR100-

regulated coding alternative exons (Tables S3A and S3B). Of

these exons, 83% are conserved, and all preserve frame when

skipped or included (refer to the Supplemental Experimental

Procedures). Interactions were tested among these and 355

additional known or putative partner proteins (Figure S2A and

Supplemental Experimental Procedures) that lack nSR100-

regulated exons, such that a total of 1,112 possible interactions

were analyzed (Figure 3A). Following three rounds of LUMIER

screening, 40.4% of tested interactions, involving at least one

isoform, had an average NLIR R 3.0 and were considered posi-

tive (Table S3C).

Remarkably, approximately one-third (10/34) of the exons

affected one or more PPIs by at least 2-fold in at least two of the

repeat screens (Table S3D and Figure 3A, edges weighted and

colored to highlight interactions and exon-dependent changes).

Seventy-six percent of these exon-dependent PPI changes

occurred in the same direction; that is, inclusion of the exon re-

sulted in either increased positive or increased negative PPI

changes, but not both. This indicates that the majority of the

exon-dependent interactions detected in the LUMIER screens

are specific. Interestingly, despite the inclusion of nSR100

target exons potentially providing longer interaction interfaces,

these exons promote or repress PPIs at comparable frequencies.

Moreover, some of the nSR100-regulated exons (e.g., in Git1)

can both promote and repress PPIs involving different partners,

whereas other exons appear to only promote (e.g., in Ppfia1) or

repress (e.g., in App) interactions. These observations suggest

important, frequent, and highly specific roles for nSR100-regu-
Figure 3. LUMIER Analysis of the Role of nSR100-Regulated Exons in

(A) Cytoscape visualization of PPIs analyzed by LUMIER. The diagram shows a sub

focusing on positive interactions. Three experimental repeats were performed.

inclusion of an nSR100-regulated alternative exon, and prey proteins are indica

interactions; green edges represent interactions that were promoted by exon inc

Edges are weighted (1, 2, or 3) to indicate the number of repeat assays in which a 2

included.

(B) Domain diagram for Klc1 illustrating the location of five tetratricopeptide re

disordered region in the protein (indicated by a line).

(C) Quantification of LUMIER NLIR values for RL-tagged Klc1, with or without in

tagged Klc1. NLIR values are averaged from three repeat LUMIER experiments,

(D) HEK293T cells were transfected with hemagglutinin (HA)- or 3Flag-tagged K

3Flag-tagged Jakmip1. Immunoprecipitation was performed with anti-Flag antib

panels) and, to control for recovery, anti-Flag antibody (lower panels).

(E) Domain diagram for Ppfia1 shows the position of three sterile alpha motif (SA

(F) Quantification of LUMIER NLIR values for RL-tagged Ppfia1, with or without ex

averaged from the three repeat LUMIER experiments, and standard deviations a

(G) Neuro2a cells were transfected HA-tagged Cask or Git1 constructs, togeth

precipitation was performed with anti-Flag antibody, and the immunoprecipitates

anti-Flag antibody (lower panels).

M

lated exons in controlling PPIs differentially between neural and

nonneural cells.

Functional Characterization of Neural Exon-Dependent
Regulation of PPIs
To confirm exon-dependent PPI changes detected in the

LUMIER screens, coimmunoprecipitation western blot experi-

ments were performed on a subset of interactions that changed

by at least 2-fold (Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figures S2F–S2I; see

below). These included exon-disrupting interactions involving

Kinesin light chain (Klc1) or Amyloid beta (A4) precursor protein

(App), and exon-promoting interactions involving Liprin alpha 1

(Ppfia1) or Bin1. Additional exon-modulated PPIs, and for

comparison exon-independent PPIs, were also analyzed. This

confirmed that inclusion of exon 15 in Klc1 disrupted an interac-

tion with Janus kinase and microtubule-interacting protein 1

(Jakmip1/Marlin-1) with minimal effect on Klc1 self-interaction

(Figures 3B–3D; lanes 9–12 in Figure 3D). A Jakmip1-Kinesin

interaction in neurons links the cytoskeleton to gamma-amino-

butyric acid B receptors (GABA[B]Rs) (Vidal et al., 2007),

which are G protein-coupled receptors that control the slow

component of inhibitory neurotransmission (Bettler et al.,

2004). Our results thus suggest that nSR100-dependent AS

of exon 15 in Klc1 might control GABA(B)Rs distribution and

neurotransmission.

We also confirmed that exon 24 in the Liprin Ppfia1 strongly

promotes an interaction with Calcium/calmodulin serine protein

kinase (Cask) (Figures 3E–3G; compare lanes 5 and 6 in Fig-

ure 3G), while not affecting an interaction with Git1 (compare

lanes 11 and 12 in Figure 3G). Liprins are scaffold proteins that

regulate cell adhesion, cell migration, and synapse formation

(Serra-Pages et al., 1998), and Ppfia1 is a cargo receptor that

delivers Cask, a presynaptic scaffolding protein, to the devel-

oping synapse (Olsen et al., 2005; Shin et al., 2003). A cocrystal

structure shows that the three sterile alpha motif (SAM) domains

in Ppfia1 mediate Cask binding (Wei et al., 2011). Indeed, exon

24 overlaps one of these SAM domains (Figure 3E), whereas

nSR100-regulated exon 17, which was also tested by LUMIER,

does not overlap a SAM domain and did not affect the Cask
Mediating PPIs

set of the entire modeled PPI network analyzed by LUMIER (refer to Figure S2),

For each bait (squares), pairs of cDNAs were constructed with or without the

ted by circles. As in Figure 2A, black edges represent positive but unaffected

lusion; red edges represent interactions that were inhibited by exon inclusion.

-fold or greater change in NLIR value was observed when an alternative exon is

peat (TPR) domains in relation to exon 15 (red box), which overlaps a highly

clusion of exon 15, coimmunoprecipitated with Flag-tagged Jakmip1 or Flag-

and standard deviations are indicated.

lc1-expressing constructs, with or without inclusion of exon 15, together with

ody, and the immunoprecipitates were blotted with anti-HA antibody (upper

M) domains. Exon 24 (red box) is located within the second SAM domain.

on 24, coimmunoprecipitated with 3Flag-tagged Cask or Git1. NLIR values are

re indicated.

er with 3Flag-tagged Ppfia1, with or without exon 24, as indicated. Immuno-

were blotted with anti-HA antibody (upper panels) and, to control for recovery,
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Figure 4. The nSR100-Regulated Exon 7 in Bin1 Promotes an Interaction with Dnm2 and Endocytosis

(A) Domain diagrams for ubiquitous and neural expressed isoforms of Bin1, illustrating the location of the nSR100-regulated exon 7 (red), in relation to

Bin/Amphiphysin/Rvs (BAR) domain, Myc binding domain (MBD), Src homology-3 (SH3), and clathrin-AP2 binding (CLAP) domains in these isoforms. The line

above the diagram indicates highly disordered regions (see also Figure S1E). The ubiquitous isoformwas used in the LUMIER screens. This and the neural isoform

containing the CLAP domain were used for coimmunoprecipitation western blotting experiments. The latter isoform, with or without exon 7, was used in

endocytosis assays (see below).

(B) HEK293T cells were transfected with RL-tagged Bin1, with or without inclusion of the nSR100-regulated exon 7, together with Flag-tagged Dnm2. NLIR values

were averaged over three repeat LUMIER experiments, and standard deviations are indicated.

(C) HEK293T cells were transfected with 3Flag-tagged Dnm2 or Rin2, together with HA-tagged Bin1, with or without exon 7, as indicated. Immunoprecipitation

was performed with anti-Flag antibody, and the immunoprecipitates were blotted with anti-HA antibody (upper panels) and, to control for recovery, anti-Flag

antibody (lower panels). CLAP, Clathrin/AP2 binding region.

(D) Neuro2a cells to be used for endocytosis assays (refer to E and F) were transfected with HA-tagged cDNA expression vectors expressing the CLAP domain-

containing (neural) isoforms of Bin1, with or without exon 7 included. Lysates were collected, and equal amounts were separated by SDS-PAGE and

immunoblotted with anti-HA antibody. Asterisk denotes a nonspecific band in lanes 1–8.

(E) Representative images are shown for uptake of transferrin coupled to Alexa Fluor 488 in Neuro2a cells, following transfection of expression vectors for Bin1

isoforms with or without exon 7 included, as analyzed in (D). Prior to confocal imaging, cells were incubated at 4�C for 2 hr with transferrin-Alexa Fluor 488 and

then incubated at 37�C for 20min. Cy5 channel shows HA staining; Cy3 channel shows anti-Rab11 immunostaining; GFP detection shows transferrin-Alexa Fluor

488 uptake.

(F) Volocity software analysis was used to quantify internalization of transferrin using a large pinhole tomeasuremeanGFP intensities in recycling endosomes that

are immunostained with an antibody specific for the recycling endosomemarker, Rab11. Fifty cells were analyzed for each transfection condition indicated. Error

bars show standard error.
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interaction (Table S2C). Our results therefore suggest that

nSR100-dependent Ppfia1 exon 24 inclusion might control

Ppfia1 targeting of Cask to the developing synapse.

Finally, we examined Bin1/Amphiphysin II, which contains

a Bin-Amphiphysin-Rvs (BAR) domain (Figure 4A and Figure S3),
890 Molecular Cell 46, 884–892, June 29, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.
which binds curved regions of membranes (Peter et al., 2004).

In synapses, Bin1 functions as an adaptor protein that heterodi-

merizes with Amphiphysin to facilitate endocytic uptake at

highly curved clathrin-coated pits, via interactions with Dnm2,

a large GTPase that mediates membrane fission by constricting
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vesicle necks (Sever, 2002; Wigge et al., 1997). LUMIER

revealed that nSR100-regulated exon 7, which overlaps a

disordered region in the BAR domain, strongly promotes an

interaction with Dnm2 but does not affect a Rin2 interaction (Fig-

ure 4B and Table S2C; see below). We confirmed that exon 7

promotes an interaction between Dnm2 and two isoforms of

Bin1. One of these is ubiquitous and the other is neurally ex-

pressed and contains a Clathrin/AP2 binding (CLAP) domain

(Figures 4A and 4C; compare lanes 17 and 20 with lanes 18

and 19 in Figure 4C) (Tsutsui et al., 1997). In contrast, exon 7

had little effect on the interaction with Rin2 (compare lanes 21

and 24 in Figure 4C).

We next investigated whether the exon 7-dependent interac-

tion of Bin1 with Dnm2 might modulate the efficiency of endo-

cytosis in neural cells. For this, we used Neuro2A cells tran-

siently expressing neural isoforms of Bin1 including or

lacking exon 7 and quantified uptake of Alexa Fluor 488-conju-

gated Transferrin into vesicles costained with the recycling en-

dosome marker Rab11. Inclusion of exon 7 did not affect Bin1

protein levels (Figure 4D) but did result in a significant increase

in transferrin uptake (Figures 4E and 4F, p = 0.025, Wilcoxon

rank sum test). In contrast, overexpression of Bin1 lacking

exon 7 inhibited transferrin uptake (Figure 4F; p = 0.002, Wil-

coxon rank sum test). Since the Bin1 isoform lacking exon 7

can homodimerize and heterodimerize with Amphiphysin, its

expression may sequester endogenous exon 7-containing

Bin1 and Amphiphysin, thus preventing functional interactions

with Dnm2. Collectively, our results suggest that the

nSR100-regulated exon 7 of Bin1, by strongly promoting inter-

action with Dnm2, is important for efficient endocytosis in

neural cells.
Conclusions
In this study, we present a systematic analysis of the function

of AS events comprising a tissue-regulated exon network. We

observe that approximately one-third of analyzed cassette exons

regulated by the neural-specific splicing regulator nSR100

positively or negatively affect PPIs with one or more partners.

This observation supports a widespread role for tissue-regulated

AS events in the regulation of PPIs. The detected exon-depen-

dent PPI changes may underrepresent the total number of

AS-regulated PPI changes involving the same set of proteins,

since additional partners for these proteins exist that were

not tested and because the false-negative detection rate of

LUMIER is estimated to be higher than its false-positive rate

(Braun et al., 2009). Regardless, our results demonstrate that

the systematic screening of alternative coding exons for modula-

tion of PPIs provides a valuable approach for uncovering gene

functions at an exon-level resolution. This is further exemplified

by the follow-up analysis suggesting a functional role for Bin1

exon 7 in controlling the efficiency of neural cell endocytosis

through its promotion of Dnm2 interactions.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Renilla Luciferase-Tagged and 3Flag-Tagged cDNAs

Gateway recombination cloning technology (Life Technologies) was used to

generate C-terminal tagged RL cDNA ‘‘bait’’ clones containing or lacking alter-
M

native exons of interest, as well as C-terminal 3Flag-tagged cDNA ‘‘prey’’

clones. Details are provided in the Supplemental Information.

LUMIER Screens

LUMIER screens were carried out in HEK293T cells essentially as previously

described (Barrios-Rodiles et al., 2005). Positive interactions had an NLIR

of R 3. Details of the screens and data analysis are provided in the Supple-

mental Experimental Procedures.

Immunoprecipitation

HEK293T cells were transiently transfected using Lipofectamine 2000 (Life

Technologies). Cells were lysed in 0.5% TNTE (50 mM Tris [pH 7.4], 150 mM

sodium chloride, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5% Triton X-100), and immunoprecipitations

were carried out using specified antibodies. Refer to the Supplemental Exper-

imental Procedures for details.

Endocytosis Assays

Neuro2a cells were transiently transfected using Lipofectamine 2000 (Life

Technologies). Cells were chilled in cold serum-free media and then incubated

with Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated transferrin (10 mg/ml, Life Technologies) in

cold serum-free media for 2 hr at 4�C. Cells were washed with cold, serum-

free medium to remove excess transferrin and then incubated in serum-

containing media prewarmed to 37�C for 20 min. Cells were fixed in 4%

paraformaldehyde in PBS and then processed for immunofluorescence. Refer

to the Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes three figures, three tables, Supplemental

Experimental Procedures, and Supplemental References and can be found

with this article online at doi:10.1016/j.molcel.2012.05.037.
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